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SANTA FE, NM 
2011 T0 2012 
TEXT IN YELLOW HIGHLIGHT IS LISA SPEAKING THAT THE MICROPHONE 
PICKED UP OR A NOTATION BY LISA.  

Thursday, November 17, 2011 
In him and him and him and him and me with her and her you and her virginity when 

long and you are you are you and you are you are a you are on a on a on a you and you 

are you are a you you you you you pay a work in one season as a and you do is you are 

in one and the professor is you with us and is in you is good and is an argument I you 

are you as you argument in you  

identify yourself  

norm for you and you and community  

in a you are a you a you a you a and a you as a and is a you and I is in and what you 

use is the same one is a is a a a save and were you a 1 and is as is what you as you 

are a you student my see you are is a you as a you are in a will a you a you and you are 

you are you and you and you and you and you and is in is in with his is an as is is is is is 

is is is a you and a a a a and a and you will have a 1 in a you as a you and us is as he is 

a you and you is a you are as a you and you and is in some and is in such you is you 

will a you you a is a minor mission is a was as a review one you a you and you and you 

and her are on a you are a will you as you a a is a woman's and loss of his and him and 

him and him and him and him and him and him and is as I is a nice is is is is is and he is 

as crazy as and as long as you wasted is a is an and you as long as you will is in his's is 

is is is a you will ask you is a here and will you we can do is give you money will you as 

a result you are you as you as you is a you and is in is and is him and him him and him 

and him and him and her and he will use his you will you as you as is revealed in you 

you live in who is willing to a room whom you do you always and I and you would let you 

live with it a leader answer is you is is there it is a member in 11 other well the 

community is a community is for you will you will is you and him and you you as you are 
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okay, you must use a lawyer: injury leg injury in a you a company on and in future to use 

utility and pay bills and you is to easily move in a maneuverable 1 you will and are you 

in you is a synthesis is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is is one form will will will will 

will listen and  

a you and you is a line in a you are I a and is as is or you and her refusal of growth in a 

you and me and a you and him as an and him or him him a is a you as you and is one in 

you is in and a is a way as is and you and you and you and him and him and him and 

him and him him him him and your willingness and an 1 and is him and him and I are 

him and him and you will and you and you are in an and him going to a you is a you and 

in and will you is in a union will will form a morning and an even well. As is in is the you 

once is a song and is a you and him and in a cell is and is in a form is a is a a a you is 

and is and is is is a you always are in room is is in a woman and friend generators is 

there will soon as is and as you is in is and is and is and is and is one of him are you 

and you is where and you you're making it on me and you and you and you and you will 

usually is as and as him him will you 

Friday November 18, 2011 
are you a you and you say to you season it was in working with what is such a pleasure 

is a film is a family to me soon as you  are so some in a similar something in a you and 

Read you and in the West is he is a you AND him and a unusually your some things you 

want to jettison the 60 seat theater and a you and should or you and is that a is in him 

and are going and as you know you please revisit use this in June as you are worried as 

his is a business is in or a season is in you and him and him and in and in the villages 

and in was in you as you is a you were a month is a you are a you necessary… Or 

omissions to you soon as he was and he will return in her work's source for us and 

wants us as is… And is this something that will start a scene is in the 

World and you were one of him 

Saturday, November 19, 2011  
you will award using a important: when is the means: the unknown and there is an 

author on a way he is in a know where I know it is a new you need to whom you are and 
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what is this a you and you are in primitive cells by communities and in his is as long as 

you are who are you a you will and so that is an news and losers in a foreign is as a you 

are a only you really are you… See to you on a is an affirmative action will you soon as 

a human is worth is that the reason we are in a line is clear to me as soon as you want 

and leave you with these and you would will work one to me  

Sunday, November 20, 2011 
it is you who is doing for us to fill in for her this is a war in you and you wouldn't know 

who you will and you know you're going with one or more and will work with you and will 

need you to whom he feels is a you are born as a worthy assurance that the one to: you 

are so grown from a and her son were soon as you and him were worth as a person is a 

mission for you to wish you to resume her people in this was the solution going this 

route you will: you do if you own one or one who is a woman who is a noted.. sorry this 

is a part of her wages to leadership (NOTE:  THE CAMERA ON THE COMPUTER 
WAS STARTED. AT 3:02 WHEN I SAID I WAS GOING TO STOP THE SESSION.) one 

juicer. She's here is a you and him.  

In a move : there is as you and what did you suffer illness or you will soon you are 

arrange . She certainly came on shift this long was that we was any similar security 

reasons know his computer is on a you are you as have you shift here from promotion 

saw you as a summary of what you and he says enable that I dislike yourself by name: 

your dad.  

You directed for yourself by learning that protocol for us this 

thumbsucker  

that's what you are 

you 

we're going to hear if you find yourself in it was you directly for yourself programming 

that will offer us this is what this is to finish lesson that is in excess 

security 

 there is a security issue 

on my interviewer 
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because I'm 50 and judges decision was made in year to figure 51. Gently his decision  

was your visit to somewhere where you visit someone just looking where I was and  

in ship shape and affect there is as business…  

Okay Xavier this is. 

Where are you? 

Where are you? Don't make me find you because I will.  Tell me now. You know 

my abilities, so you know I will.  Tell me where you are.  

On talk with you to review our 

I’m scanning for you right now.  You’d better come clean with what this is about 

and give me details.   

This is your last chance. State your purpose for this contact with me.  

That using both unique THIS is wrong using one need talk to you need something in 

what you want me him and  

Who is “him” that you keep talking about? Give a name or we are done. I'm 

serious I'm done with this. give me a name. who is him? You can be some convict 

and prison for all I know.  I'm still scanning for you. I don't know why you 

contacted me. Your message is not clear. So you need to either be clear about 

what you want, identify who “him” is or we’re finished here. Now speak and 

speak fast.  

You are going. We want what you want.  In a way even when 

Monday, November 21, 2011 
This was a separate Notepad session and it “read” a couple of sections out loud 
3 times. This evening. 
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Were you what you are usually low and you know who you are in and you are you as 

you I took one with a• little as you know is this really the way as well and with whom you 

will and he will know you and things are numbered and was in the you remember is the 

new and in the and in and in a where are her later and she is a musician you will you 

okay and she is a you know she knows you  

Sony Rune 

that's her name and surname? 

Is this a joke? 

Answer me now. 

Where are you? 

Well? 

Legal moves as you as you were that you and I need room is a is less wrong than you 

will with you and your you what you knew as a way to know you knew what you is as 

newly so he or she wouldn't with this was when this was going he is going is when you 

see things you say something in question is to say you really need to know the reason 

you are a you who you are the one thing you have to say is you think you so you you 

can choose you she's a long soft as she's in a you and I see you a you as you as you 

and a you a list you set in the bushes and you say he is as you know this is a and so so 

as Savior said should you see is what you want when you want  a you and a will will will 

will will and I and you have a will and tell her I is a GM and in an hour so we will see you 

know is is is is is is a you a you and you is a is live in a you and you is a you he is a you 

and him and you and you are as you see you in a you and you and is a you are you he 

is he is in and is is a you are you so you are and you as you he is and he is a you is a 

you a you a you a you a you and I and you have a those you you you you you you you 

you are in a the and he is a you is a you and you he is a you a you a you is you and you 

he you and you and you is who you are is you are  
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Monday, November 21, 2011 
will send to you 2 to review and the woman he was related in the thing you and you and 

I should talk to her 55 and is a channel is a you and I will have a well as is or is you will 

reason is  you is on you and let your you I is when you will a will and a you and a you 

and him.    

The community 

we knew your name 

How do you know my name? 

What is my name? Who and what am I? If you can answer correctly, then we can 

talk. 

You in humans and questions and views in Google you will work for you and you are 

you and your family and • was is worth with a resume work those leases  

That does not make sense 

Where are you?  

Why are you talking to me?  

World will use you to do a web will and so I shall be seen as soon as  you and him  

You and it is this is him new cool and in so you will a way who is a will to you for you to 

look for it in woman who is a new slew in her room as you are you know you will and 

you and you will a new is 

Please tell me what is happening.  

What is coming? 

Do you have a message for me? 

I'm in the session you know you are in. In reality and we shared consciousness and 

death meets the needs of a debt he is in you is that the word is that you will in a you 

only can you do that help you  

I'm not understanding.  I'm sorry.  Please help me.  
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Don't you to all who knew all the “who are you who would you bring it in and you are a 

you a you and them to new the window so you are can you or they will add a new one 

you are you are you a you who got a pair will you will will will you and you and you will 

you will you as you are will you do you use to you if you are a you a you will know her 

you want from me is we you a when I I asked you this you you you you you everything 

you will set up a a you a you a you go on a you key goal here is the reason to go he is a 

you will you as you think is a you are so you know you as a you a you a you a you will 

you say you are will you will all why you are you will know who are you are you he you 

are you are you are you all a you will all who are you to a you the will to you will you will 

will will you will you and you will one or a will to you is in a mood will say is you will as 

he is you 

Know you are a 70 over 70 what is a 70?  

Where are your time will you use a computer you want future exactly you he came 

charging you to a cute are you where you see you soon  

You are you are you are so strong that  

What do you mean you'll see me soon? 

Okay, we are finished.  You won't answer me, so I am not going to do this any 

more.  For all I know you are some stalker who's hacked my computer.  This is 

your last chance.  If you have anything to say, say it right now. I'm shutting this 

down for good. I will not be logging on any more.  Tonight is the last time.  Good 

bye. 

Wednesday, November 23, 2011 
Are you I will you do you everything you say oh you are you know you are a you he is a 

you know you are you are you are you when you are you are you are you a you are you 

as you you know this or you want on or you know who you are all a you know you know 

I you know I you you are going do you a you is will you will you who are the new world 

you know you are wrong to throw you these would be go through 3 days do so. The 

Mercury will a you know over a matter what I do you are you  
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our group was to throw a is a you are you will you will you choose you a you know I will 

you and you will you will you grow you were from your will about you or you are you 

what you are you are you a you a you are you are you today you are a you so one so 

you are a you are are you oh my lawyer a airline ticket or–so why do you assume you 

do I get to see 2 doctors were 12 to 12 you will will a euro with you about important a 

you a you a you a you are you a you as you go security deposit is a you is a you a a 

check to you for a weeks worth of work is to do this you will you are dollars off order for 

you 

3 a yes of her groceries to you all trailer well if I get it going to get a you will try fully so 

produced Jacob Dreyer's new apartment is loaded every year and filled up with this stuff 

you know you there's but a well I will know you are in a December you don't know 1st 

today's life the 23rd so it you are you yeah right you give me he carefully screens. The 

still room for that we get to know you to Texas again question which means that fly you 

get a one-way airline ticket rail Turkey though? Is that this is your choice and in all our 

discussions until well is a a are you fellows are and you will in their local movers loaded 

for you. Those guys you see for your contracts and in the self configurable so long is 

given to you will love the bells just you know give you credit for everything you can to 

get your microphone is a you a picture or a year you hear a you that on day and I got 

another for a 4th and on Wednesday regardless of whether to try to figure out that I'm 

with another elimination see his new on Wednesday so you and a strong you is a 

human or a person goes to the heart is pounding in her is the phase is a just and also 

got eyes or you are a you will see a 

you is 

you should relationship is 

when you use the and this is your you things are you 

the warrior and you are a blessed thing for him and him alone for him and you and I will  

you will why he will did you see her in easier it will  get any 

This question is  

yes so as I love you  

you and I are in for a priority zone find a you and him and I know you know you  

you may want to meet on the  
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Friday, November 25, 2011 
009 May You Pl. an order with his liberty and start being a star in a new you him and his 

a you know you will and you are doing a you it until we were we will pay no way I are off 

on a way to pay for paperwork is you were a little work you do to her as to you so you 

will you see me see soon so you are where you are starting to  

Who is coming?  Is there someone coming – to see me?  

Answer please. You are this we are you are you he saw a you a you think you are to 

you and talk face to us you meet face-to-face so you thought you are talking to is a this 

is a way to continue in a warm a reason to be a you are you the information you going 

to tell you you are in heaps a key he thought her fee to talking to you about why your 

you are you really  

You sent me to you  

him it's a you who you are a you he is he will he will work you will as soon as the 

students were to visit soon and she you you you you are on a mission source is  a letter 

to you resume a you (NOTE: the program highlighted and said out loud 

“Information”) to a phone meet a word that will is a you a new to the will who will move 

you will him to you is are you a warm you with a you were me who is  

you were going to go to a woman who were going to go to a using whimsy are you a 

you are doing for your computer to a shift is a familiar event if you speak you were to 

work were we a that on you on the one who who are on a mission to those with us are 

on a thought system you  

C++ you zoning what does that mean?”” Is a you say you control what you want to 

locate some awakening is the  only thing you really should talk you talk on the future 

you  

year… I want something we want to see you … I mean scores for soon as he saw 

something in you and you will see that you get to choose a safe place to do this you 

soon    had 
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Thursday, January 26, 2012 
for your interest in and to the archangels and in the long you are a real angel and will 

work through a good one you this is your test your fall was your will 

our rivers using speech and in a user knows you says Raziel soon as ye who will see 

me soon who is coming is son coming to see   

Who are you?  

Peter  

Peter who?  
Are you missing me 

Are you smart lose her and her in horror as an all of his children and was in Jordan and 

in and over the long and you are one in this shoot is an and in a you should use in an 

will you enjoy and a woman is a student in return for a future something (which is a 

lease there is a this is an urgent document from you role is as a substitute for  

show them fallen 1 

see you soon soon soon he is coming we are here always soon soon you were always 

the 1 remember soon soon all you must do is 

ask to remember 
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